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Date of Meeting:  March 19, 2019 
Prepared by: Zubin Adrianvala 

St. Paul’s Community Meeting 
 

Introduction 

This meeting was held in lieu of the St. Paul’s Advisory Committee Meeting, to provide the 

community with answers around critical questions surrounding the St. Paul’s redevelopment.  

Meeting Notes 

 

1. Welcome         6:00 

• Barbara Hamm-Lee opened the meeting, she announced that she will act as the 

moderator for the meetings moving forward. She welcomed those in attendance and 

conveyed that Councilperson Williams Graves sends her apologies for missing the 

meeting as she is ill.  

• Councilperson Riddick mentioned here that he was concerned about the process 

especially its transparency and hence it was important to have such meetings.  

• Ms. Hamm-Lee opened the floor for preliminary questions. 

2. Preliminary Questions         6:10 

• Norfolk Citizen: What will be the consequence of unsuccessful implementation of the 

project/CNI? 

o Mr. Morales responded that the standards of implementation are similar to 

HUD’s previous version of this grant, the HOPE VI grant. The challenges faced by 

NRHA and the City in implementation of HOPE VI were in part the result of the 

2008 Economic Crisis which hindered the implementation of the amount of 

planned market rate housing. 

o Mr. Morales also noted that HUD does not disburse grant dollars in lump sum,  

but provides funding piecemeal so that in event of lack of execution, HUD has 

the power to withhold or even demand previously disbursed money back. 

o DCM James Rogers also added that the grant is very prescriptive and the City and 

NRHA must meet certain goals within the 5-year timeline to meet the 

requirements.  

o At this point Ms. Hamm-Lee suggested that there will be a brief presentation 

which will foster more discussions and questions. She said that questions can 

also be written down and the NRHA team will reply to them.  
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3. CNI and People First Update Presentation       6:15 

Mr. Steve Morales and Ms. Kimberly Thomas (Presentation Attached) 

• Mr. Morales provided an update on the redevelopment. 

• Re-informed the community about the demolition phasing and relocation options and 

processes. 

• Ms. Thomas provided and update about People First program. She also provided a 

snapshot of the demographics of the first phase residents. Phase 1 Residents were again 

encouraged to visit the People First offices on Walke Street for assessments.  

• Ms. Thomas also encouraged residents to enroll in the special Bank On classes that the 

City and NRHA are offering for St. Paul’s residents. 

• After the Presentation, Ms. Hamm-Lee encouraged residents to speak with People First 

staff who were present at the meeting.  

4. Questions and Answers         6:55 

 

Question 

I am a resident and an NRHA employee, and would like to know do you have plans for people 

who are trying to relocate using vouchers?  

Answer 

Kim Thomas: Yes, but these are individual needs, so if you have concerns about your move we’d 

like to encourage you to come and speak with the People First team. And we will work with you 

and your family to resolve these matters. 

 

At this point, the resident/employee also added that just because she is an NRHA 

employee does not mean that she has all the answers around the project. She also 

encouraged the residents to come to these meetings to get real answers and not believe 

in rumors. She said people should come to these meetings and speak out. 

 

Ms. Hamm-Lee reminded people that they have choices in moving. And, each individual family 

has the choice to decide where they would like to move.  

 

Question 

In Young Terrace they have a Jobs Plus program, what programs do we have for this community 

(Tidewater Gardens)? 

Answer 

Kim Thomas: In Tidewater Gardens, in the People First Offices, we have many programs. 

There are programs such as Family Self-Sufficiency, transportation assistance, Bank On, etc. 
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At this point, the resident mentioned that she was specifically interested in the Jobs Plus 

program.  

 

Ms. Thomas suggested that while the Jobs Plus program is specifically for Young Terrace she 

said that similar programs exist in Tidewater Gardens and will function very similar to Jobs Plus 

and encouraged the resident to participate in the program.  

 

Question 

Do you have the grant for demolition? And will the Tenant Management Council (TMC) get any 

of the $30M grant? 

Answer 

Steve Morales: We will find out about the grant in the next few weeks. As for the grant funding, 

it has a specific mandate for what it can be used for. 

Kim Thomas: it is important to clarify that a TMC is roughly the Civic League equivalent of public 

housing. And a TMC cannot continue to exist without public housing. Currently, there is no talk 

of reducing the TMCs in anyway, any major changes will happen only well after demolition. The 

$25 per unit per month budget still stands.  

 

Ms. Thomas also took the opportunity to congratulate the newly elected TMC 

leadership. 

 

Question 

Will you tear down all the housing in a 10-year period as part of the grant? 

Answer 

Steve Morales: The grant specifically focusses only on Tidewater Gardens, however the over all 

plan is to transform the entire St. Paul’s area. There are other requirements that will need to be 

met before anything can take place. 

 

The Follow-up question was about the type of neighborhood (low-poverty areas) where 

people will be re-housed.  

 

Mr. Pledger interjected here that most of the rehousing will be in Huntersville as it is part of the 

CNI area.  

 

Councilperson Riddick also added that the other councilpersons, such as Councilperson Martin 

A. Thomas, Jr., Councilperson Courtney Doyle, Councilperson Mamie B. Johnson, who were 
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present in the meeting were there to ensure that the project was successfully implemented. He 

also added that there are certain areas which may receive more people from St. Paul’s 

neighborhoods. 

 

Mr. Pledger expressed his concern here that there are certain zip codes where most people will 

be rehoused.  

 

At this point Mr. Morales presented the clarification that NRHA does not tell anyone where 

they should live. The Choice rests with the family and the head of the household. The inclusion 

of the Huntersville neighborhood in the CNI plan does not mean it is a target area for relocation 

rather it means that this is the area in which, if we win the CNI, the CNI funds will be deployed.  

Therefore, there will be programs like homeownership assistance in Huntersville, to ensure 

mixed income development. 

 

Question 

Is HUD trying to change the rule to two person per bedroom?  

Answer 

Steve Morales: NRHA some years ago changed that, this year our board made sure is that it will 

be one person per room. Current families are grandfathered in the old system which is one 

person per room. 

 

Question 

Councilperson Riddick: When gentrification took place in Washington D.C. it had adverse effects 

on people’s health, is there a component of this project to help people with their copays? There 

are a lot of people who would like to go to the doctor but cannot. 

Answer 

Kim Thomas: There is a component available, we are working with CommuniCare, a federally 

qualified healthcare center to provide physicals, especially for jobs in certain industries. There 

are industry jobs where you may need respiratory certifications. There are also efforts to 

manage chronic illnesses here. 

There are also ways to pay for Copay, doctors visit, and there is an effort ongoing to add a 

pediatric care component. 

 

Comment 

Mr. Alphonso Albert, Vice Chairman of the NRHA Board, commented that it is important to 

make sure that everyone gets a chance to ask their questions. He added that this project is 

really hard work, and we should appreciate that. He emphasized that in asking a question 
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please do no speak misinformation as truth because it is hard enough to get to the truth 

through some of the existing misinformation. Don’t say things, which are untrue, with certainty 

here because people will pick it up as truth, as if it is the official version. Instead, ask whatever 

questions you need to ask while being cautious that you do not say things with certainty which 

may not be fact.  

 

Question 

How ready is the next home if a home is being demolished?  

Answer 

Steve Morales: The voucher provides a choice, so the families will have a choice to go to a 

neighborhood they like. Efforts are ongoing to increase the housing stock. There will be 618 

homes available as part of Tidewater Gardens transformation.  

 

Question 

Mr. Pledger: Is there a long-term plan for everyone who is moving? 

Answer 

Kim Thomas: Since we have not started relocation such a plan is hard to make. We do not have 

the grant yet so for now we want to ensure that when someone must move they will be 

successful in their move. 

These meetings, since August, are a part of that preparation. Since August 22nd we have 

communicated to residents that you do not have to wait for relocation to get the preparation 

done. If you need help with getting a job, improving your credit, healthcare, car repair, 

whatever the issue maybe we have services for you. 

If we win the CNI grant, then there will be a process to formalize the relocation using 

specialists. 

 

Question 

Is their money to help with utilities bill in relocation? 

Answer 

Kim Thomas: For now, we do not have such resources, but we are trying to ensure that utilities 

and utility deposits are addressed.  

 

Question 

If I have a voucher and I am in a smaller unit can I move to a bigger unit? 

Answer 

Donna Mills: Your unit size will be determined by the size of your family when your voucher is 

being processed. 
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Question 

What are the return criteria in this project? 

Answer 

Steve Morales: The return criteria, like in HOPE VI, are determined by the residents. Tidewater 

residents will make the ultimate decision. We would recommend that everyone remain lease 

compliant throughout this process. 

 

Question 

Can you speak to the demolition of the buildings in Calvert as part of the flood zone 

demolitions? 

Answer 

Steve Morales: We are still doing the cleanouts in Calvert and we will move forward with this. 

So, we have identified three buildings as part of flood mitigation, and an effort to provide 

residents there parking to prevent car damage. We don’t have a projected timeframe, we will 

have to come back to the committee and to the residents to process the demolition application.  

 

Question 

Mr. Pledger: How many RAD conversions are there in the annual plan?  

Answer 

Steve Morales: It is important to point out here to what a RAD conversion means, it is 

essentially a project-based voucher. There are 17 RAD conversions identified in the Annual Plan. 

 

 

 

Ms. Hamm-Lee at this point suggested that if residents have not yet spoken with anyone in 

People First they should take the opportunity to meet the People First representatives in the 

room.  

 

She then proceeded to request Councilperson Riddick to conclude the meeting with his final 

thoughts and closing remarks. 

 

5. Closing Remarks by Councilperson Riddick       7:25 

Councilperson Riddick: First of all, I want to thank everyone for coming out. I want to thank my 

City Council colleagues for coming out and showing their support. We want to make sure that 

you stay engaged, for the next meeting have your questions ready when you get here. So, you 
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can make sure that whatever presentations we have by the housing authority that we are able 

to get the proper answers. One of the things I mentioned is about copays, there is a great 

impact of gentrification on health, with blood pressure etc. So, make sure you check with your 

doctor to find out what services you might need so we can go to the housing authority to get 

funding for that. If there is nothing else Barbara, we will let you close the meeting. 

Barbara Hamm-Lee: There are flyers for services and events please take one as you leave.  Ms. 

Hamm-Lee thanked everyone for coming. 



St. Paul’s Community Meeting

March 19, 2019



Agenda

• Redevelopment Update

– Phase 1 Relocation 

• People First Update



• Finalist for a Choice Neighborhood 

Initiative Implementation Grant

– $30 million in federal funds for Phase 1

– Housing Lead is Brinshore Development, 

LLC

• Transform neighborhoods by rebuilding 

public housing into mixed-income 

communities

• Three core goals:  Housing, People and 

Neighborhood 

Phase 1 
Tidewater Gardens



Relocation 

Timeline

Relocation

Request Tenant Protection 
Vouchers

April 2019

Approval of Tenant 
Protection Vouchers

Approximately 60 
days June 2019

Begin Relocation of Phase 1 Begin 
Approximately July 
2019

HUD Action of Choice 
Neighborhood Initiative 

Grant

March 2019



Tidewater Gardens Relocation Strategy: 

Housing Plan
Balance residents and neighborhood demand 
to produce high quality, energy efficient, storm 
resilient mixed income housing

The plan is to construct:

• 200 Replacement Units

• 280 LIHTC Apartments

• 229 Market rate Apartments

• Total of 709 Apartments

Families that wish to be part of the CNI area will have 
an opportunity to return either to the 200 assisted 
apartments built on the CNI sites or to the other 280 
LIHTC apartments to be built on the CNI sites that will 
accept Housing Choice Vouchers



Redevelopment (If Approved for LIHTC funding)

Construction Begins (Block 19) Summer 2020

Construction Begins (Police Site) Summer 2020

Construction Begins (Red Carpet Site) Summer 2021

Construction Begins (Transit Area Sites) Summer 2022

Construction Begins 
(Tidewater Gardens Sites)

Summer 2023

Redevelopment 

Timeline



Relocation Phasing

Tidewater 

Gardens

Relocation

Phases

Phase 1 – 187 Apts

Phase 2 – 193 Apts

Phase 3 – 116 Apts

Phase 4 – 122 Apts



Tidewater 

Gardens

Relocation

Phases

Phase 1 – 187 Apts

Phase 2 – 193 Apts

Phase 3 – 116 Apts

Phase 4 – 122 Apts

Begin Approximately  July 2019 

Begin Approximately  June 2020

Begin Approximately  June 2021

Begin Approximately  June 2022

With a CNI Implementation Grant award, relocation is 

anticipated to begin for each phase as follows: 



Resident choosing to move without plans 

to return to the St. Paul’s area:

Option 1 - Move using a Housing Choice 
Voucher (Section 8) into private housing

Option 2 - Move to another NRHA 
community

Resident choosing the right of return to new 

apartments constructed in St. Paul’s area:

Option 1 - Temporarily relocate to another 
vacant unit in another NRHA community

Option 2 -Temporarily relocate using a Housing 
Choice Voucher (Section 8) to move into 
private housing

All residents within Tidewater gardens will be required to relocate as part of the Redevelopment Effort. 
Residents will have options and will choose their relocation preference:

Tidewater Gardens Relocation Strategy: 

Relocation Choices



Tidewater Gardens Relocation Strategy: 

Personal Point of Contact

Personal Point of Contact will coordinate Resident/Client Services Needs:

• Answer questions throughout the process

• Assist in preparing for relocation with credit repair, budgets, existing lease 
issues, advising of rights and responsibilities and conducting a self-
sufficiency  assessment 

• Coordinate direct service referrals and community resources

• Keep resident informed of the relocation process



Relocation Specialists 

• Relocation counseling and assistance to help with the move 

• Help finding comparable housing that meets your need 

• Transportation to find affordable housing

• Connection fees such as cable and telephone

• Moving/packing assistance

• Security and utility deposit loans for residents

• Additional case management services will be provided through the PEOPLE FIRST program

CNI Implementation Housing Strategy - 11

Tidewater Gardens Relocation Strategy: 

Relocation Staffing



Project Based Vouchers
• Strategy to develop 109 Project based Units:

– NRHA has been pursuing a goal of partnering with local affordable housing developers to 
produce 3,600 new quality apartments that accept vouchers in Norfolk.

– About 1,200 new units that have been either completed or have begun construction since 
the goal was established.

– NRHA is approving 85 project based vouchers that will result in the development of an 
additional 485 new affordable housing units that will accept vouchers.

– We will continue to partner for the development of 300 additional apartments each year 
until the goal of 3,600 is reached. 

• Landlord Liaison: 
– Dedicated staff to provide outreach to expand number of existing units accepting vouchers



Tidewater Gardens: Demolition Plan

• Vacancy Management - coordinate vacancies with relocation, property 
management and demolition staff

• Provide small groups of buildings for demolition contractors (section 3)

• Will have staff on-site to oversee demolition

• Measures to minimize demolition Impacts



People First is:
• Data Driven & Evidence Based Programming
• Individualized and Customized Case Management
• Collaborative approach to services and resources



People First: Capacity and Quality

Holistic Services
• People First = A Support Network that is still Growing

• Focus on the three aspects:

– Education

– Health

– Employment/Self-sufficiency

• A model that will continue to improve in quality with input 
from families



Phase 1: Demographics (187 Families)

243 

Adults

Phase 1 is home to:

277 

Children 

51 

Reported

Disability

49 

Seniors 

(55 or older)



People First 

Each Resident will have an assigned 
case manager who will:

• Assess Needs (individual and 
family)

• Facilitate Service Coordination

• Track Outcomes

• Control Quality of Data

• Evaluate Program Delivery



People First: Where We Are Now
• Personal Points of Contacts established as of August 2018 for Phase I residents (30:1)

- Providing information and referrals
- Surveying and canvasing the community
- Recruiting for existing programs and services
- Six (6) person service team permanently assigned as of March 25, 2019

• Direct collaboration with city service providers
• Department of Human Services
• Community Services Board (to begin on-site services as of April 2019)
• Department of Neighborhood Development



People First Progress to Date

• Three units used for office space for interviews, 
services, and other resident needs

• People Frist Team conducting interviews of residents 
in Phase I to determine needs

• NRHA and  the City of Norfolk have both assigned 
staff ; providing resources to offer case 
management to the residents in Phase I 

• Workshops on HCV, Relocation, and Rent Ready held 
in the community monthly

• Modified Bank On Program



People First: Implementation Process and Schedule

People First Contractor will be 
selected in May 2019:

• Interviews for People First 
Contract in April and 
contract negotiations

Ongoing Engagement:

• Continue Public Meetings 

• Monthly meetings on 4th

Tuesdays

• St. Paul’s Advisory 
Committee meetings

Continue People First 
Individualized Case Management 
and Referral Services:

• Phase 1 residents meet with 
case managers (Tidewater 
Gardens)

• Phases 2-4 residents meet with 
on-site  Resident Services CM

• Monthly HCV, Relocation and 
Rent Ready workshops

• Monthly Bank On classes

• Outreach for Section 3 Residents 



People First Offices:

Privacy Matters

• Treating individuals and families with utmost dignity requires respecting their privacy and confidentiality

• People First Teams will always try to meet families in spaces where their privacy is ensured 

People First Office Hours:
Monday 8:30 am – 5:00 pm

Tuesday 8:30 am – 7:00 pm

Wednesday 8:30 am – 5:00 pm

Thursday 8:30 am – 7:00 pm

Friday 8:30 am – 5:00 pm

Saturday* 12:30 pm – 4:00 pm

*2nd and 4th Saturdays only
Offices closed 12-1 pm daily for lunch People First Offices located at 

461, 453 and 447 Walke Street 
(Directly across from the rental office)
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